Miscellaneous……………..

If the power goes out, can you, your employees,

Can you remove any stored flammable or

and customers see well enough to get out of the

combustible liquids from your business? Not all

building safely?

businesses are allowed to use and store them.

It may be necessary to install emergency lighting that

The fewer flammable or combustible liquids you keep

will work automatically when the power goes out.

or use in your business, the better. If you don’t need

You should have a flashlight handy.

them, properly discard them or give them to someone
who can use them. Questions please call us.

Are the doors used for exiting unlocked whenever
you are open for business?

Is storage orderly and at least two feet below the
ceiling in your storage area?

All doors used for exiting purposes must be open-able
without the use of a key or special knowledge anytime

While it is sometimes difficult, storage in storerooms

the building is occupied. This includes employees as

should be kept away from light fixtures, air supply,

well as the public.

and exhaust fans.

Is there a clear aisle or passageway to all exit

If you have a compressed gas cylinder within your

doors?

business, is it secured so it can’t fall or be knocked
over?

Building occupants must be able to get to the exit
doors without having to go around displays that are in

Many businesses have compressed gas tanks that will

the way. They must also be able to get out without

sail away like a rocket if they fall over and the control

tripping anything.

valve breaks off.

Can you see these exit doors or signs indicating

Do you know how to turn the natural gas supply

their location from everywhere within your

off to your business?

occupancy?
If the furnace malfunctions or there is a gas leak, you
If it looks like an exit door, it must act like one!

should know how to turn off the fuel supply in a

Identify the exit doors with signs having letters 6

hurry.

Sedro-Woolley Fire Department

Exiting…………………..

Fire and Life
Safety
Self-Inspection Guidelines
Use this guideline throughout
the year to maintain a fire safe
workplace.

inches high on contrasting backgrounds.
Have you had your furnace serviced in the last 12
Are the lighted exit signs in your business

months?

working?
Not only will the furnace work more efficiently, the
If you have lighted signs in your business, the bulbs

cost of operation may be less. Remember to change

must be replaced whenever they burn out.

the filters regularly.

Sedro-Woolley Fire Department
325 Metcalf Street
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284
360-855-2252

Exterior……………………..
Are address numbers for the building or your
business space clearly visible from the street or
driveway?
All emergency vehicles (fire, police, ambulance) must
be able to find your business. Numbers should be at
least five inches high.
Can emergency vehicles gain access to your
business without being obstructed by parked
vehicles?
Remember, fire department emergency vehicles are
very large and difficult to maneuver in tight places.
Help us get to your business by keeping the roads
clear.
Is the area around your business free of trash or
combustible debris?
If a fire occurs outside the building, combustible
material will just add fuel to the fire allowing it to

Do all your electrical extension cords have a
circuit breaker?
Lightweight electrical extension cords are not
allowed for use in commercial businesses. If you
need an extension cord, use the type equipped
with an internal circuit breaker. Don’t use these
extension cords for supplying power to large
appliances such as refrigerators, copy machines,
or microwave ovens.
Is there a clear area in front of the circuit
breaker panel?
In an emergency, when access is necessary to get
to the circuit breaker panel, you don’t want
anything in your way. Also, if there is a fire in the
panel, items stored in front of it may allow the
fire to spread.
Is there a cover on all electrical switches,
outlets and junction boxes?
Missing covers are a common safety hazard and
very inexpensive to correct.
Are all circuit breakers within the panel
identified?

spread to the building.

If you need to turn the power off to a certain part
of your business or piece of equipment, it is
necessary to have the circuit breaker identified.

Is the trash dumpster for your business more than

Heating….……………………..

five feet from the buildings exterior wall, roof
overhang, or any opening like a door or window?

Is the area around the furnace clear of

If you use a portable electric heater, consider this:
Is it the style that will automatically shut off when
tipped over?
If you have to use a portable heater, it must be
electric. If it won’t shut off automatically when
tipped over, replace it with one that will. Kerosene
heaters are not allowed for use in commercial
businesses.
When you use your portable electric heater, do
you keep it away from combustible materials?
Electric heaters will ignite combustibles in a very
short amount of time. It usually happens when
nobody is in the room.
Is your portable heater plugged directly into a
wall outlet?
Don’t use any kind of extension wiring for a portable
heater (not even a power strip equipped with a circuit
breaker). Portable electric heaters consume a large
amount of electricity and will trip the power strip
circuit breaker or melt an ordinary extension cord.

Fire Extinguishers………………..
Is there at least one portable fire extinguisher
mounted in your business?
Have all fire extinguishers been inspected by
properly trained service technicians annually?
If you have range guards, are they cleaned
frequently and inspected semi-annually?

combustible material?
Is it readily accessible and visible?

If the dumpster is too close and were to catch fire, it
would likely spread to the building.

Electrical…………………..

This is important when the furnace is located in the
open area of your business and it is necessary to work
around it. It generates heat that may start surrounding
objects on fire.

Are the electrical appliances and the cords
supplying them in good condition?
Frayed power cords and worn or poorly
maintained electrical equipment can start a fire.

Do you and your employees know how to use your
fire extinguisher?

